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Purpose 
At high field MRI, wave propagation effects significantly decrease the homogeneity of B1 field profiles. In clinical MRI, a 
two-channel excitation is established nowadays, which enables an acceptable homogeneity in body imaging in most 
cases. Local RF transmit (Tx) coils, however, might become an alternative to the commonly used body coil, potentially 
needing less power and offering more degrees of freedom. This comes with significantly more sophisticated RF-
shimming, which demands regularization by means of power and/or SAR, which can be taken into account via an error 
term in the applied target function. By different weightings of this additional term and a homogeneity target, a so-
called L-curve can be created, showing the remaining inhomogeneity in relation to the demanded power/SAR. This 
study reveals that an eigenmode approach of shimming with just the most efficient modes offers a straight-forward 
way of regularized RF-shimming. 
 

Methods 
For setting up an eigenvalue equation, we use the complex forward wave amplitude vector a, delivered by RF the 
amplifiers to a Tx array coil. Thus, Pin=aHa is the forward power, and Pnet=aH(1-SHS)a is the power absorbed in the 
patient and the coil (and by radiation), with 1 and S denoting the identity and the scattering matrix. A similar 
description may be derived for global or local SAR. With the transmit field described by its sensitivities [1], a vector of 
the N complex B1-amplitudes in the region of interest (ROI) may be written by B1= B1a · a, which yields the average 
absolute square field of mean(|B1|2) = N-1 aH · B1a

HB1a · a. Hence, both, the mean absolute square transmit field 
amplitude and the power (or SAR) can be described by a quadratic form. Using the ratio of both as an optimization 
target leads to a generalized Rayleigh quotient, for which the corresponding eigenvalue problem can be solved. This 
yields a set of eigenvectors (modes), which can be sorted by their eigenvalues, representing the efficiency defined by 
(square) average B1 per power or SAR. Similar ideas were used for SNR optimization [2,3]. As an example, we simulated 
(HFSS, Ansys Inc.) a realistic [4] 16 element Tx/Rx coil at 3T for pelvis imaging as shown in Fig.1. The Elements were 
decoupled by overlap in AP-direction and with a shared transformer in LR direction. Simulations were scaled to an 
average B1 of 10μT inside the ROI defined by the center slice without arms.  

    Fig. 1: Model of 2x8=16                     Fig. 2: Shimming results for forward power optimization. The green curve shows  Pin=aHa,  
                element array coil                              Corresponding net forward power Pnet= aH(1-SHS)a and patient absorption in blue and red 
 

Results 
In Fig. 2, we show the inhomogeneity (represented by the coefficient of variation) and power levels for the shimming 
results of using the first n=1…8 forward power optimized modes 1…n. Connecting the points in the graph yields a 
“Mode L-curve” similar to the traditional L-curve obtained by regularized shimming. Using 7 or 8 modes offers a good 
compromise of homogeneity and power demands. Fig. 3 shows the 16 eigenmode excitations on the left and shimming 
results of increasing homogeneity on the right. 
 

Discussion/Conclusion 
We propose to use the most efficient modes for RF shimming in parallel transmission with high channel numbers. There 
is a set of particularly important modes needed for getting a homogeneous excitation, whereas many higher modes do 
not significantly increase homogeneity. but demand much higher power levels. Very similar results were found by using 
absorbed power or SAR for regularization. The described approach may also be extended to tailored RF-shimming using 
spatially selective RF pulses. 
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Fig. 3: →
The 16 eigenmodes and B1 profiles
resulting from RF shimming by
using all up to the corresponding
eigenmode 

All simulations were scaled 
to 10μT ROI average B1 
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